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Abstract

Today�s robotics applications require complex� real�time� high�bandwidth sensor
systems� Although many such systems have been developed� integrating them into
an autonomous agent architecture remains an area of active research� We have
integrated an active stereo vision system with an autonomous agent architecture
using a system of perceptual memory� Perceptual memory is an important class
of memory because it is designed for the �behavior�based� portion of the agent�s
architecture� and not the deliberative portion� This memory maintains current and
recent task�dependent perceptual information� as well as expectations about the
agent�s immediate environment� Our system of perceptual memory is composed of
visual primitives from our stereo system� called proximity spaces� Each proximity
space represents a virtual fovea or locus of the agent�s attention� As an application�
we present a robot that uses our system of perceptual memory and proximity spaces
to �attend to� multiple humans in a complex and unstructured indoor environment�

Key words
 perceptual memory� proximity space� markers� agent architecture�
stereo vision

� Introduction

Many of today�s autonomous agent architectures ��������� contain components
which interact with the world in a tight perception�action loop	 The agent can
act e
ectively if it can process its sensory input in a timely fashion	 However�
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this task is complicated by the use of high�bandwidth sensors such as vision
�compared to sonar� or IR for example	 Consideration of the amount of data
available from such sensors led to the creation of active or foveal vision systems
�����	 However� an active vision system cannot be attached to a robot architec�
ture in a �plug and play� manner	 Perception needs to know about action and
action needs to know about perception	 That is� a perception system needs
to be directed and controlled by the agent�s current action or task	 Action�
in turn� needs to know about the type and quality of information which is
available from perception	

We present an attention�based vision system based on proximity spaces �������
which has been integrated into an autonomous agent architecture� called �T
���	 The novelty of this system is the integration of the sensory systems with
the agent architecture via a system of representation which can be e
ectively
manipulated by the perception�action �PA layer of the architecture� known
as the skill layer	

The organization of this paper is as follows	 We begin by de�ning a system
of perceptual memory which can be used to integrate a general active per�
ception system into a general agent architecture	 We then discuss the needs
of vision systems and agent architectures and how they can be addressed by
this perceptual memory	 Next we describe our vision system and architecture	
Finally� we show how our system of perceptual memory integrates the two in
the context of a task in which an autonomous agent follows multiple humans
around in an unstructured environment and �attends to� them	

� Perceptual Memory

Perceptual memory in an autonomous robot architecture stores task depen�
dent information about recently perceived locations within the agent�s en�
vironment	 Perceptual memory is both local�space and short�term	 That is�
elements of perceptual memory typically represent task�relevant information
about the environment in close proximity to the agent and must be modi�
�ed frequently to re�ect the current state of a dynamic environment	 Both
of these characteristics are crucial for perceptual memory to remain accurate	
Elements of perceptual memory must constantly be checked for validity and
modi�ed according to the current world state� hence they are short�term	 In�
formation about the environment beyond a certain range from the agent�s
position cannot easily be veri�ed and should no longer be stored� hence it is
local�space	

Our system of perceptual memory is di
erent from representation systems
which operate at other levels of autonomous agent architectures ������	 It is
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composed of small� task dependent structures called �markers� ��������	 The
key attribute of markers is that they represent objects in the agent�s environ�
ment that are important to its current task	 Our perceptual memory system is
designed to be used by the perception�action layer of the agent architecture�
allowing a collection of behaviors to consult the markers to determine which
action�s to take	 The markers form the behavior�s interface to the sensors	
Each marker is kept up�to�date with the state of the world as long as it is in
perceptual memory� without explicit action by the behaviors	

An important aspect of perceptual memory is how markers become associated
with objects in the environment	 The agent�s current task speci�es certain
�roles� which the agent must �nd objects to ful�ll	 For example� when the
agent�s task is �pour a bowl of cereal�� it needs to identify objects to serve
as the cereal box and the bowl	 Markers exist in � states� instantiated and
uninstantiated	 An uninstantiated marker is one which speci�es a role in the
agent�s current task� but which has not yet been associated with an object in
the environment	 An instantiated marker has an association with an object	

Markers consist of four components� called �what�� �where�� �identify�� and �con�
�dence�	 A marker�s �what� component is a task dependent identi�er� which
speci�es the marker�s role in the task �i	e	� how to act with respect to the
associated object	 For example� a navigation skill may examine perceptual
memory for a destination marker and any obstacle markers to determine
the direction the agent should travel �note� we use the notation �destination
marker� to refer to a marker whose �what� component is destination�	 One of
the key properties of markers which makes them e
ective for use by an archi�
tecture�s perception�action layer is their task dependence	 Which objects are
represented by markers will depend on the task� as will the �what� components
of those markers	 For example� a chair may be represented by an obstacle

marker when the agent�s task is to cross the room� but may be represented
by a seat marker when the agent is trying to sit down	 In the �rst case� a
navigation behavior uses the position stored in the obstacle marker to deter�
mine how to steer the agent� but in the second case� a sitting behavior uses
the marker to maneuver itself into the chair	

The �where� component contains the marker�s position in some ego�centric
local frame �we use polar coordinates	 The �identify� component speci�es
how the object associated with the marker can be identi�ed in the visual
�eld	 The �where� and �identify� components of a marker give an active vision
system the necessary information to select an appropriate focus of attention
and perform the required processing	 In the case of our vision system� the
�identify� component consists of a set of visual behaviors to enable	 These
behaviors control the processing and placement of the focus of attention to
maintain the position of the objects associated with the markers	 In order to
strike a balance between the e�ciency of stored representation and the need
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to keep information from becoming stale� markers also have an associated
�con�dence� in the information they contain	 In our system� this con�dence is
based on timers which begin counting down whenever the object associated
with the marker is not within the visual �eld	 When a marker�s timer reaches ��
the agent should no longer believe the information stored there	 At this point�
the agent can either direct its vision system to re�acquire the associated object
or drop the marker from perceptual memory	

��� Active Vision and Perceptual Memory

In a dynamic environment� vision systems ����� must handle a large volume
of data from the visual stream	 As a means of coping with the processing
demands of such environments� active vision systems process only a subset
of the visual stream at any one time	 This subset� or fovea� represents the
system�s current focus of attention and the processing done on this region
usually computes task�speci�c results designed to serve the system�s current
goal�s	

Our agent has multiple goals with physically separated foci of attention	 There�
fore� the agent will rarely be able to determine all the information it needs to
act from a single image region� or even the entire image	 Autonomous agents
need a means of remembering information recently determined from areas
which are no longer the current focus of attention	 They need perceptual
memory systems which balance between the e�ciency of a foveal� or attentive
sensory system and the need to consistently update all stored information re�
lating to the dynamic environment	 Our perceptual memory is such a system
because the markers represent the foci of attention that are important to the
agent�s current task	 The marker�s con�dence measure regularly provides a
signal to the system to check the validity of the stored information	

A feature which is common to both perception�action layers �of agent archi�
tectures and attentive vision systems is their task dependence	 As discussed
above� both the placement and processing of the fovea of an attentive vision
system are task dependent	 Clearly� the information that an agent�s percep�
tion�action layer needs to select an action depends on the currently active
behaviors or skills� which in turn are speci�ed by the higher layers of the ar�
chitecture	 It is this similarity that allows an attentive vision system to be inte�
grated into an agent�s perception�action layer via a system of task�dependent
perceptual memory	

The layer�s of the agent architecture above the perception�action �PA layer
�such as the RAP system ���� can specify the current task by placing infor�
mation into the PA layer�s perceptual memory	 The PA layer will act on this
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information to try to complete its task	 The vision system� in turn� will try to
keep the perceptual memory up�to�date with the state of the world	 Since the
PA layer has a close connection between perception and action� it is natural
that active vision should be integrated into our architecture at the skill layer
���	 Figure � shows a block diagram of our agent architecture	

sensorseffectors

skill

perceptual memory

attentive

vision system

skill

skill

RAP layer

skill
layer

Fig� �� The agent architecture showing integration via perceptual memory

� An Active Vision System

Since we will be using the perceptual memory described above as a means of
integrating vision into our architecture �described in the next section of this
paper� we need to understand the particulars of our vision system to see how
perceptual memory will be used	

Our vision system is an attentive �foveated stereo vision system which con�
�nes its processing to virtual� three�dimensional regions of space called �prox�
imity spaces� ����	 A proximity space maps the region of ��space it �occupies�
to corresponding ��D regions of the left and right camera images	 Within these
image regions� a set of correlation measurements is made to determine dispar�
ity and motion vectors	 These vectors serve as input to a set of visual behaviors
which control the motion of the proximity space through ��space	 The volume
of the proximity space �for this work spherical volumes were used is repre�
sented by sub�volumes� which we call �stacks� ����	 Each stack is an array of
correlation measurements made between patches of the Laplacian�of�Gaussian
�LOG ���� �ltered left and right images �see �gure �	 A breakdown of the
stacks is shown in the lower right corner of �gure �	 The light grey sphere rep�
resents the proximity space� while the dark grey boxes represent the stacks	
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Fig� �� Left and right LOG images with reference and search regions

The placement of a stack within the proximity space controls which regions
of the left and right images are correlated against each other	 A stack�s o
set
from the centroid of the proximity space sets the center of the region of the
left image �called the reference region	 The size of this region is determined
by the height and width of the stack	 The center and size of the region of the
right image used �called the search region are also speci�ed by the location
and size of the stack	 However� the depth of the stack also a
ects the size of
the search region	 The search region is divided into sub�regions whose sizes
are equal to the size of the reference region	 These sub�regions are placed at
equally spaced o
sets within the entire search region	 The number of sub�
regions is determined by the depth of the stack	 A correlation is performed
between the reference region and each sub�region of the search region	 The
o
set in image coordinates between the reference region and the sub�region of
the search region with which it is correlated represents a disparity� i	e	 depth	
The correlation value represents the likelihood that something is at that depth
within the proximity space	 The collection of values �correlations between the
reference region and the various sub�regions of the search region that form a
stack can be thought of as a graph of con�dence verses depth and that graph
can be analyzed for peaks of appropriate strength� uniqueness and distinc�
tiveness	 Appropriate peaks indicate the presence of some surface within the
volume of space occupied by the stack	

A threshold on the maximum peak for each stack provides the system with
a measure of �occupancy� for the proximity space� i	e	 if the maximum peak
for some stack is above the threshold� then there is some object within that
part of the proximity space at the depth indicated by the disparity of the
two regions whose correlation produced the maximum peak	 In addition to
the � stacks pictured in the lower right of �gure �� the proximity space also
contains a motion correlation stack whose correlation values are computed in
a similar fashion to the disparity stacks� but with the current and previous
left images being used instead of the left�right stereo pair	 The peak values of
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Fig� �� Proximity space decomposition

the disparity and motion stacks are used by a set of visual behaviors	

��� Proximity Space Behaviors

One of our main objectives is to develop a method for gaze control that allows
us to acquire and track natural salient features in a dynamic environment	
Using the proximity space to focus our attention� we developed a method for
moving the proximity space within the �eld of view	 This method is inspired
by recent research into behavior�based approaches ���� which combine simple
algorithms �called behaviors in a low�cost fashion	

In our system� each behavior assesses information within the proximity space
in order to in�uence the future position of the proximity space	 The informa�
tion being assessed by each behavior is simply the �texture�hits� �presence
of an object at some depth within a stack and �texture�misses� �no object
within a stack within the proximity space	 Based on its unique assessment�
each behavior generates a vector� the direction and magnitude of which will
in�uence the position of the proximity space	 With each image frame� the
behavior�based system produces a new set of assessments resulting in a new
set of vectors	 When a number of behaviors are active concurrently� their vec�
tors are added together to produce a single resultant vector� which controls
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the position of the proximity space	 In previous research ����� a set of visual
behaviors was developed�

� Follow� This behavior takes an average of several correlation�based motion
measurements within a proximity space in order to produce a ��D vector in
the direction of motion	

� Cling� This behavior is attracted to surfaces and produces a vector that
tends to make the proximity space �cling� to them	 This vector points in
the direction of the greatest number of �texture�hits�	

� Avoid� This behavior is repulsed by surfaces and produces a vector that
tends to make the proximity space stay away from them	 This behavior is
particularly useful as a front end for obstacle avoidance	

� Lead� This behavior pushes the proximity space towards the intended path
of the mobile platform	 It also biases the proximity space to maintain a
stando
 distance from the mobile platform	

� Pull� This very simple but useful behavior produces a pull vector toward
the stereo head	 This vector tends to move the proximity space toward local
depth minima	

� Resize� This behavior in�uences the size of the proximity space inversely
proportionally to its distance from the robot	

� Search� This behavior causes a proximity space to begin systematically
searching a given volume of space for texture	 It is used to initially lo�
cate the object to be tracked and also to re�acquire the object if tracking
fails	

Based on the task we want to perform� we activate di
erent sets of behaviors
with di
erent parameters	 For example� tracking involves the cling� follow and
search behaviors	 The active set of behaviors determines the overall behavior
of the proximity space �or proximity spaces	

� An Autonomous Agent Architecture

The architecture into which we are integrating our active vision system us�
ing perceptual memory is a prototypical hybrid software architecture that has
been used to program dozens of di
erent robots ���	 This control architec�
ture� called �T� separates the general robot intelligence problem into three
interacting layers� or tiers�

� A set of robot�speci�c situated skills representing the architecture�s connec�
tion with the world	 The term �situated skills� ���� is intended to denote a
capability that� if placed in the proper context� will achieve or maintain a
particular state in the world	 For example� grasping� object tracking� and
local navigation	 The skills are maintained by a �skill manager�	
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� A sequencing capability which can di
erentially activate the situated skills
in order to direct changes in the state of the world and accomplish speci�c
tasks	 For example� exiting a room might be orchestrated through the use
of reactive skills for door tracking� local navigation� grasping� and pulling	
In each of these phases of operation� the skills of the reactive level are
connected to function as what might be called a �Brooksian� robot ��� � a
collection of networked state machines	 We are using the Reactive Action
Packages �RAP system ���� for this portion of the architecture	

� A deliberative planning capability that reasons in depth about goals� re�
sources� and timing constraints	 The deliberative tier was not used in this
work	

The architecture works as follows� the deliberative layer �which was not used in
the work described in this paper takes a high�level goal and synthesizes it into
a partially ordered list of operators	 Each of these operators corresponds to
one or more RAPs in the sequencing layer	 The RAP interpreter �sequencing
layer decomposes the selected RAP into other RAPs and �nally activates
a speci�c set of skills in the reactive layer	 Also activated are a set of event
monitors which noti�es the sequencing layer of the occurrence of certain world
conditions	 The activated skills will move the state of the world in a direction
that should cause the desired events	 The sequencing layer will terminate the
actions� or replace them with new actions when the monitoring events are
triggered or when a timeout occurs	

In the next section of this paper we describe how our perceptual memory
and attentive vision system were integrated into the bottom two layers of the
existing �T architecture	

� An Integrated Architecture

We have integrated a proximity space vision system with the skill layer of
the �T architecture and embodied it in a robot agent �see �gure �	 The
agent is an RWI B�� with � cameras �two grey scale and one central color
camera mounted on a pan�tilt platform	 The two outer cameras produce the
stereo images used by the proximity space system� while the central camera
provides input to a color vision system	 These cameras �and the agent�s shaft
encoders are the only sensors used by the agent	 The agent�s task is to monitor
the location of multiple �� humans in its environment and attend to them	
The robot could be bringing tools or supplies to workers on a factory �oor or
serving guests in a restaurant	
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Fig� 	� Our robot

��� An Agent Application

Our agent�s task is to assist multiple people in an unstructured indoor envi�
ronment	 The agent must locate and detect the presence of humans based on
initial estimates of their locations supplied by the RAP system	 The �eld of
view of the cameras is limited enough that it will seldom include both the
humans that the agent is to attend	 The agent must monitor and track the
position of each human it is assisting	 The agent will attend to each person
in turn� staying a small �xed distance from them	 When the agent decides to
move on to a di
erent human� it uses its stored knowledge of the person�s last
known position in an attempt to locate that individual	 Once the human has
been located� the agent can attend to it	 Figure � shows the agent �the short�
dark column in the foreground with two humans	 The agent is attending to
the kneeling person	 Figure � shows a screen capture of the vision system out�
put	 It contains the left and right LOG images� as well as the output of the
color vision system shown in the window in the lower left corner	 The white
areas in this lower left window denote image regions containing human skin
tones	
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Fig� 
� The agent�s task environment

Fig� �� The agent�s view

��� Proximity Space Implementation

There are various tradeo
s to be made in the implementation of a proximity
space system	 For example� the size and shape of the proximity space will
determine the computational demands of the tracking task	 For this work� we
use spherical proximity spaces with a radius of roughly �	� meter	 The gains
for the proximity space motion induced by the cling and follow behaviors is
also important	 Higher gains for cling will allow the proximity space to �hold
on� to less and less of an object� but will make the space more sensitive to
noise	 Higher gains for follow will allow the space to track larger motions� but
cause more �overshoots�	

The vision system implemented in this work runs on a ���MHz MMX Pentium�
based machine at approximately �� frames per second	 This allows us to track
humans at a slow walk� although maximum trackable target speed is depen�
dent on distance from the agent�s cameras	
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��� Perceptual Memory Implementation

Our agent�s skill layer interacts with both the proximity space and color vision
systems through perceptual memory	 In this section� we show how the agent
uses its vision systems to instantiate and track markers for use by the skills	 In
this task each human is represented in perceptual memory by a marker	 The
RAP system places two person markers in the skill layer�s perceptual mem�
ory	 There are two skills which are active in the skill manager� one controls
the robot�s wheels and the other controls the agent�s pan�tilt �neck�	 These
two skills use the �where� component of the marker representing the human
to which the agent is currently attending� to move the agent within a �xed
distance of the human	 Each marker�s con�dence measure begins to decrease
when its position is outside the agent�s current �eld of view	 When the con��
dence reaches zero� the agent attempts to attend to the human associated with
the marker	 This means it will direct its cameras to the last known location
of the human and attempt to reacquire it �and move toward it	

Each marker in perceptual memory has an associated proximity space that it
uses to track its associated human	 Maintenance of a marker�s �where� com�
ponent is as follows	 First� its �where� coordinate is transformed using encoder
readings to compute the robot�s ego�motion since the last update	 If this new
position projects within the agent�s current �eld of view� the associated prox�
imity space is activated �and its correlations performed	 If the proximity space
reports su�cient occupancy� the ��D position of the centroid of the proximity
space relative to the agent is stored as the current �where� for the marker	
Otherwise� the ego�motion�determined position becomes the new stored posi�
tion	

If the agent can track the objects represented by the markers� the question
arises� how is the association between the two made initially� There are several
steps in the process that begins when the markers are placed in the skill layer�s
perceptual memory by the RAP system	 These markers are uninstantiated
and thus contain only estimated positions for the humans	 The color vision
system acts as a peripheral vision system that analyzes its entire image to
compute coarse positions to be foveated by the proximity space system for
further analysis	 The color vision system consults perceptual memory to �nd
any uninstantiated markers whose �where� component falls within the current
�eld of view	

For each such marker� the color vision system examines the image for skin
tones �red hues associated with humans	 Image regions with an appropriate
response are matched against a simple constraint model of the positions of
the human head and arms	 Since the color vision system is monocular� when
a human is detected� its azimuth and elevation can be determined� but its
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depth cannot	 We say a marker with an azimuth and elevation� but no depth�
is �hypothetically� instantiated	 The proximity space system places a prox�
imity space� at the minimum vergable depth� along the vector indicated by
the marker�s azimuth and elevation	 This proximity space then �slides� along
the vector performing an analysis for �occupancy� along the way	 When the
proximity space occupancy is greater than a certain value� the proximity space
is considered to have �come to rest� on the object spotted by the color vision
system	 The associated marker is now said to be instantiated	 The normal
proximity space tracking behaviors are now enabled and the object tracked in
� dimensions	

The agent attempts to keep the human in view and tries to stay within a �xed
distance of the human	 Since there are multiple humans to attend to� the agent
must decide how to allocate its resources	 This is done based on the con�dence
value associated with each marker	 When a marker�s con�dence reaches �� the
agent will attend to the object associated with that marker� otherwise� it will
continue attending to the same object	

When the agent must redirect its gaze to reacquire a marked object that is
outside its �eld of view� it uses the �where� component of the marker as a
starting point for its reacquisition	 If the target is not immediately detectable�
the proximity space moves to random locations within a sphere around the
object�s last known position	 At each point a texture analysis� similar to the
initial instantiation� is performed	 When the proximity space lands on an ob�
ject� it begins tracking it	 In general� the humans do not move far from their
last known locations while the agent is elsewhere	 If they move too far� the
system will be unable to locate them	 If this happens� the agent can declare
the marker uninstantiated and start the instantiation process again	

The agent�s perceptual memory assists in this task in three ways	 First� it
provides information about objects outside the agent�s current �eld of view	
Since the �eld of view of the agent�s cameras is limited� it can seldom �if
ever keep all its targets in view at the same time	 Perceptual memory allows
the agent to remember the ego�centric locations of a small collection of task�
relevant objects	

Second� perceptual memory forms an interface to the sensors for the skills	
In our system� the proximity space behaviors require information about the
individual stacks� but the navigation and neck skills in the skill manager only
require the position of the proximity space as a whole	 The perceptual memory
provides exactly this information without requiring the skills to know about
the details of proximity spaces	 In our system� the markers serve as a basis
for sensor fusion between the color and stereo vision systems	 In general� the
�where� component of markers could represent combined information from all
the agent�s sensors	
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Finally� the perceptual memory provides a communication mechanism for in�
formation from the RAP system about the agent�s environment beyond the
agent�s current location	 The RAP system initially provides the perceptual
memory system with estimated positions for the two humans	 The proximity
space system subsequently re�nes those estimates for use by the skills	 How�
ever� the RAP system could be directing the skill layer to look for certain
objects as the agent moves through its environment	 For example� if the RAP
system believes that the agent is at a particular location on some map� it can
create markers for various landmarks that should be visible to the vision sys�
tem	 These markers will be instantiated by the perceptual memory system and
then can be used by the skills to direct the motion of the robot	 It is important
to note that using perceptual memory as the communication channel with the
RAP system does not allow arbitrary information to be exchanged with the
skill layer	 Rather� only information about the portion of the environment that
is important to the agent�s current task is passed to the skill layer in the form
of markers	 These markers will be removed when they are no longer relevant to
the agent�s task	 Using perceptual memory as the RAP layer�s interface to the
skill layer dissuades the agent designer from passing arbitrarily complex data
structures to the skill layer �with the expectation that they can be e
ectively
maintained	 Since markers represent only a limited amount of information
and have a well�de�ned structure� they cause the designer to consider only
what is important for the agent to complete its task�s	 This� in turn� leads
to �necessary skill layer e�ciency by processing only relevant portions of the
environment	

Note that we could have implemented any number of search strategies to
allow the robot to �nd and attend to people without initial estimates of their
positions	 In fact� the RAP system could send a marker to the skill layer
with no �where� component information� allowing the agent to instantiate that
marker on a human at any location	 However� the marker�s ability to use
estimates from the RAP system allows us to take advantage of knowledge
when it is available	

��� Integration Issues

Using markers to integrate the stereo and color vision systems with the agent
architecture brings up some technical issues	 We use a simple model of the
objects �humans we are tracking� i	e	 skin tone hues in appropriate spatial
con�gurations and then areas of high texture	 Errors in the acquisition and
tracking process can lead to incorrect marker information and thus incorrect
action on the part of the agent	

During the instantiation process� it can take several seconds for the proximity
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space to land on the human detected by the color vision system� depending
on that human�s distance from the agent and the granularity of the search
along the skin tone vector	 If the intended person moves su�ciently during
this process� the proximity space will either �nd no texture along the vector� or
worse yet� will land on some other object along the vector	 We handle the �rst
case by having the instantiation process stop at some maximum depth and
declare failure �leaving the marker uninstantiated	 The second case results
from a failure of our �human model	 A more sophisticated system is needed
to verify that the proximity space continues to track the entity with which it
is meant to be associated	 For humans� this could be done� for example� by
periodically checking for skin tones within the proximity space or by storing
and checking the person�s clothing color�s	

Since proximity spaces maintain no model of the objects they track� errors
can occur in the tracking process as well	 A potential problem situation that
arises with multiple markers �and hence proximity spaces is when one person
walks in front of another	 We wish to avoid having two markers associated
with one human� while the other goes untracked	 If the two people are at
su�ciently di
erent depths� the proximity spaces themselves can resolve the
di
erence between people because the space that is further from the agent
will not be able to correlate the image of the closer person at the expected
disparity �though the space may become lost if the further person is occluded
for too long	

However� if they people are close enough in depth� the proximity spaces may
both track one person	 This issue� like the instantiation problems discussed
above� should be resolved by the agent architecture	 That is� the agent archi�
tecture�s maintenance process must include checks on entities associated with
its markers	 Placing this burden on the vision system is unrealistic because
it ignores the agent architecture�s ability to use task speci�c knowledge to
resolve such problems	 A more complex� and�or a periodically checked human
model would be an excellent addition to the skill layer�s maintenance loop	
It is also worthwhile noting that the proximity space to human assignment
problem is an instance of the well�known correspondence problem ����� with
its equally well�known di�culties �even for humans ���	

� Related Work

Much work has been done on active vision systems ����� and on active stereo
vision in particular �������������	 Proximity spaces are themselves based on
the work of Nishihara ����� which is based on the work of Marr and Poggio
����	 However� such systems are seldom integrated into an agent architecture	
Proximity spaces have been used to grasp weightless objects ���� and interpret
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gestures ����� but this work marks the �rst time they were incorporated into
a system of perceptual memory	

There has also been much work on agent architectures ��������������� but none
of these contains a �skill layer� memory system for vision integration or com�
munication with the other layers of the agent architecture	

However� there has been some notable work in perception�architecture integra�
tion	 A common approach is that taken by the Animate Agent Architecture
���� in which the RAP system ���� activates behaviors composed of action
routines and the visual routines that serve them	 This architecture has no
uniform perceptual memory that is accessible to all the behaviors� and in�
formation must be transferred among behaviors and between behaviors and
the RAP system by separate means	 In this architecture� the communication
channel to the RAP system is unconstrained	 As discussed earlier� the marker
communication used in our perceptual memory system provides important
limits	

Horswill�s Ludwig and Bertrand systems ���� answer queries about the envi�
ronment by computing all necessary percepts for the query when the query
is asked	 In this way� a system is built to have the feel of a traditional AI
�prolog database query system� but it need not store a database of facts that
will go stale	 Such a system can be easily integrated into a purely behavioral
system by having the behaviors ask relevant questions of the vision system	
This work di
ers from ours partly in the way it implements markers	

In Bertrand ����� markers are used to store information from one stage of a
perceptual computation to the next	 The markers are essentially registers used
by the visual routine processor �VRP to store data in retinotopic �image co�
ordinates	 This has two e
ects	 First� Bertrand�s markers cannot represent
information outside the agent�s current �eld of view	 Second� since these reg�
isters are used and reused by the VRP� their data does not necessarily persist
beyond a particular query	 In our work� markers are associated with task de�
pendent entities in the agent�s environment	 They hold semantic information
about some object and its role in the agent�s current task	 As such� they re�
main in perceptual memory �being maintained for the duration of the task	
They can also represent information that is not currently perceivable by the
agent	

The PURE architecture of Riekki and Kuniyoshi ���� uses markers to represent
important entities for the tasks this architecture supports	 Stereo vision is also
used to determine whether objects are present at the �xation point	 In this
architecture� the markers are associated with features in the image plane �and
therefore cannot be associated with features outside the �eld of view	 They
use markers as a means of sharing data between behaviors in a subsumption
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style architecture	 Their architecture does not have any higher�level� deliber�
ative control� so they do not use markers to communicate with architectural
components outside the behavioral system	

Finally� perceptual memory systems with a similar �avor to the one used
in this work have been proposed	 The concept of markers is most familiar
to agent researchers from the work of Agre and Chapman ���	 Their Pengi
game was played from a ��D overhead perspective with no early vision and
no occlusion	 We have extended the marker concept to operate in ��D� �rst�
person perspective domains involving both early vision and occlusion	 Agre
and Chapman�s marker concept comes from the work of Ullman ���� and has
been studied in the perceptual psychology �eld by work such as Pylyshyn�s
FINST model ���� and Yantis�s parallel tracking studies ����	

Brill ��� has created a virtual agent that inhabits a world in which it must
survive by eating food and avoiding predators	 This agent uses markers to
represent portions of its local environment outside its �eld of view	 This agent
uses only simple behaviors and so needs only a monolithic architecture	 The
system of perceptual memory presented here was designed to facilitate com�
munication in a multi�tiered architecture	

� Conclusions

Autonomous robots need powerful sensors	 Active vision systems such as our
proximity space system can provide information about important aspects of
the environment at high speed	 However� care must be taken when integrat�
ing an attentive vision system into an agent architecture because of the high
volume of data which must be processed and the limited area in which the
processing takes place at any instant in time	

We have presented a system of perceptual memory� based on markers� which
allows us to retain sensor input from the proximity spaces over time	 The
perceptual memory system attempts to compromise between the e�ciency
of foveated processing and the need for a high level of maintenance on the
information contained in the markers via a con�dence measure	

Our agent performs its task e
ectively in a complex and unstructured environ�
ment	 The proximity space system deals with the di�culties of the environ�
ment while keeping the perceptual memory accurate	d The perceptual memory
provides just the information which is needed for the skills to accomplish this
task �and many others� we believe	
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